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Abstract: 

With the emergence of social networks such as micro-b logging services like Twitter, the expert finding has become an interesting 

topic. However, p revious methods cannot be directly used to learn about topic experts in Twitter. Some of the new methods emp loy 

the relations among users and Twitter lists for expert finding. A probabilistic method has been developed to explore the rela tions (i.e. 

follower relat ion, user-list relat ion and list-list relation) for finding experts. To calculate the global authority of users, a Semi-

Supervised Graph-based Ranking (SSGR) approach is used. Then a local relevance between users and given query is computed. By  

understanding the global authority and local relevance of users, all users are ranked and top -N users with highest ranking scores are 

retrieved which constitute the topic experts in Twitter.  
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1. INTRODUCTION 

 

Twitter is an on-line news and social networking service where 

users post and interact with messages, "tweets," restricted to 140 

characters.  Registered users can post tweets, but those who are 

unregistered can only read them. Users access Twitter through 

its website interface, SMS or a mobile device app.  Twitter Inc. 

is based in San Francisco, Califo rnia, United States, and has 

more than 25 offices around the world. Twitter was created in 

March 2006 by Jack Dorsey, Noah Glass, Biz Stone, and Evan 

Williams and launched in July, whereby the service rapid ly 

gained worldwide popularity. In 2013, it was one of the ten 

most-visited websites and has been described as "the SMS of the 

Internet. Twitter has become internationally identifiable by its 

signature bird logo. Expert finding is the process of finding 

people with relevant expertise or experience on a given topic 

query. The expert find ing problem has become an interesting 

topic with the emergence of social networks such as micro-

blogging services like Twitter. The Twitter is a rich source of 

topic experts and they have a way to follow relevant and 

trustworthy information on a specific topic. For many 

applications like opinion mining and Name Ent ity Recognition 

(NER), identify ing topic experts is  a preprocessing step. For 

instance, opinions drawn from beautician’s tweets would favor a 

cosmetic manufacturer than those from common users. Some of 

the traditional methods like Page Rank-based method and 

clustering-based method used follower relations to identify 

general influence of users on different topics. A recent study 

proposes to identify topic-specific experts with the help of the 

Meta –data of Twitter Lists. A Twitter list is created by a user to 

group her followings based on a criteria e.g. having expertise on 

“data mining”. The meta-data (e.g. tit le) of a list can be seen as 

the annotations of users in that list. For instance, a user in a list 

named “machine learning” will have expert ise on machine 

learning. 

 

In the proposed system [7] a test input in the form of topic is 

given as a query to the system. Then a topic modeling process is 

applied on it which retrieves relevant topics from twitter 

database. 
 

 
Figure.1.Expertise on machine  
 

Based on the behavior analysis over the retrieved topics there 

arises different relations lists like follower list, user list and list-

list. The follower list gives the various followers for a particular 

topic. The user list gives details of similar users over a set of 

similar topics. The list-list provides similar topics handled by 

various users. Then a Semi-Supervised Graph based Ranking 

(SSGR) algorithm is used to perform ranking process. After the 

ranking procedure we obtain ranking scores for various users for 

a particular topic. The top N users who have high ranking scores 

are selected as the authoritative users of a particular topic .Hence 

we explore the topic experts in twitter. Roadmap. The remaining 

of the paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we rev iew the 

literature survey. .Finally, Section3 concludes this paper.  
 

2. LITERATURE S URVEY 
 

Expert finding methods have an assumption that individuals 

published documents are relevant with respect to their expertise 

on the knowledge on that particular topic. So they focus on 

modeling the associations between documents and candidate 

experts. This task has a great influence on the information 

retrieval community. 
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I. Rumor has it: Identifying misinformation in micro- blogs 

 

Rumor is a statement [1] used to spread false information. It is a 

statement whose true value is unverifiable. The rumor detection 

in micro-b logs is based on features like: content based, network 

based and micro-blog specific features. 

 

 
 

Figure.2.micro-blog specific features 

 

The content based feature focus on the lexical patterns and parts 

of speech patterns of tweets . In lexical patterns all symbols and 

segments are represented as they appear and they are broken 

down into tokens with the help of space character .In the later 

patterns, all words are replaced with their part of speech tags. 

The network based feature focus on the user behavior on 

Twitter. This helps to identify re-tweeted messages which may 

contain more content than the original tweet and may sound 

rumorous. The micro-b log specific features focus on hash tags 

and URLs. The hash tags use a hash (#) symbol prefixed over 

words or phrases. The hash tags used by rumors are different 

from that used by the tweets. Hence they can be identified easily. 

The users of Twitter use URLs to refer to external sources .If the 

URL is related to a rumor then it will provide a negative 

instance. 

  

II. Expert finding for micro-blog misinformation 

identification 

 

L.Chen et.al proposed Expert finding for micro-blog 

misinformation identification [2] which involves integration of 

collective and machine intelligence. According to the micro-blog 

contents, the users are indexed automatically. Then a matching 

process occurs among users and suspected misinformation. To 

know the credib ility of misinformation, it is sent to respective 

experts to judge their assessment. A tag based method is used to 

index experts of micro-b log users with social tags. There are two 

classes of misinformation: Domain Knowledge Constrained 

(DKC) and Time Space Constrained (TSC).The former talks 

about domain specific topics while the later is related to some 

events that occur in some places and time. 

 
Figure.3.occur in some places and time  

 

Let E denote all micro -blog candidate experts. Then priori 

probability of expert, e g iven a misinformation, m [Pr(e |m) ]is 

directly proportional to priori probability of m given e [Pr(m|e)] 

and priori probability of e[Pr(e)].Here Pr(m) indicating 

misinformation remains same for all users and hence removed 

from ranking. Therefore only Pr (e) is taken into account. 

 
III. Twitter rank: Finding topic-sensitive influential Twitterers 

 

In the paper, twitter rank: Finding topic-sensitive influential 

Twitterers, [3] it focus on identifying influential users of micro-

blogging services. The Twitter which is a micro-blogging 

service uses a social networking model called “following”, 

making the users to choose whom they want to follow to receive 

tweets. It was found that 72.4% of the users of Twitter follow 

more than 80% of their fo llowers and 80.5% of the users have 

80% of users they are following follow them back. The Twitter 

rank algorithm is used to measure the influence of users in 

twitter .This is an extension of Page rank algorithm which only 

measures the influence based on the link structure of network. 

The Twitter rank algorithm measures the influence based on link 

structure and topical similarity between users. It is better than 

the Page rank algorithm.    

 

 
Figure.4.Page rank algorithm 

 

The method consists of three processes: Topic distillat ion, 

Relationship construction and Ranking. The topic distillation 

automatically identify topics that twitterers are interested based 

on the tweets published by them. Then a network is constructed 

based on the topic specific relation between users and their 
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followers. Finally a topic sensitive user influence ranking 

process occurs which gives us relevant list of users who is 

influenced on a particular topic in twitter.     

 
IV. Identifying topical authorities in micro-blogs 

 

A.Pal and S.Counts proposed Identifying topical authorities in 

micro -blogs [4] which proposed a set of features for authors that 

includes nodal and topical metrics. A probabilistic clustering and 

within clustering procedures gives a final list of top authors for a 

particular topic. The algorithm used was found more flexib le in 

the real world scenarios. 

 

  
Figure.5.world scenarios 

 

The tweets are classified into three: Orig inal Tweet (OT), 

Conversational Tweet (CT) & Repeated Tweet (RT).The original 

tweets are those tweets produced by authors. The CT is directed 

at another user. The RT is produced by someone else but user 

copies or forwards it. Around a user some metrics like number of 

original tweets; number of links shared etc are computed. A self 

similarity score is determined which gives the measure of how 

many words a user borrows from the previous tweets. Some of 

the textual features extracted for a user include topical signal 

(TS) and signal strength (SS).The TS g ives a measure of the 

involvement of user in a topic. The SS gives the strength of TS 

i.e. true authority of a user on a topic. A Gaussian mixture model 

is used to cluster users. This clustering aims at reducing the 

target cluster which consists of authoritative users.    

 
V. Cognos: Crowd sourcing search for topic experts in micro-

blogs 

 

The paper, Cognos: Crowd sourcing search for topic experts in 

micro -blogs [5] make use of twitter lists which are created by 

individual users that includes experts and their topics interested 

by them. These metadata provides informat ion regarding experts 

and their domain of expert ise. The list informat ion is mined to 

build a system called cognos to find topic experts in twitter.  

 
Figure.6.experts in twitter  

 

The twitter list can be seen in the form of a list graph and it can 

be connected to a follower graph via member of relation and 

subject to relation. The twitter list can be observed in the form of 

a table which gives informat ion like list name, description and 

members. The list name gives the relevant topic, description 

gives details of topics and members gives the name of experts in 

the relevant topic. Since cognos act as a list feature it is indeed a 

who-to-follow system in twitter .Here ranking procedure is 

based on list feature .It was found that the performance of 

cognos was better compared to the conventional methods. The 

crowd sourced search helps to build future content search. One 

disadvantage with list based methodology is list spamming 

where malicious users create fake lists.  

 
VI. Recognizing named entities in tweets 

 

Xiaohua Liu  et.al proposed Recognizing named entities in tweets 

[6] which highlight the challenges faced by the recognition 

process of named entities in tweets .The challenges are lack of 

sufficient information and training data needed for recognizing 

named entities in  tweets .A semi supervised learning algorithm is 

used to face these challenges. This algorithm uses a combination 

framework of K- Nearest Neighbors (KNN) classifier and 

Conditional Random fields (CRF) model. The KNN classifier 

uses a pre-labeling to collect global informat ion across tweets. 

The CRF model uses a sequential labeling to collect fine grained 

informat ion regarding tweets.  

 

 
Figure.7.information regarding tweets  
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The named entities can be classified under personality, place, 

event etc.. For instance, “President Obama is married to 

Michelle”. In th is named entities are Obama and Michelle.     

 

3.  CONCLUS ION 

 

The work employed in this paper is to explore topic experts in 

Twitter via d ifferent relations. The author detection act as a 

decision support system. The information given by twitter helps 

users to depend on it to infer relevant information on a particular 

topic. The proposed approach integrated different user related 

informat ion and performed a ranking procedure to retrieve topic 

experts. A semi supervised graph based ranking algorithm was 

used to find the authoritative users of a particular topic. The 

ranking scores were based on the supervised informat ion from 

the Twitter crowds. From the ranking scores the top N users are 

selected as the topic experts for a particular topic. From the 

survey it was found that the proposed approach outperforms 

well.   
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